Making Good Things Better has been a guiding principle at Swarovski Optik for over 50 years. It’s the driving force behind our four, NEW ATS ET STS and ATS HD ET STS HD, 80 MM Spotting Scopes. This new series of scopes is lighter in weight, smaller in size, armor covered and has a new, brighter resolution, greater than any other scope on the planet, including the "Premium Reference Standard" AT/ST 80 Scopes they succeed.

The NEW 80's represent the ultimate design effort from the Optical Engineers at Swarovski Optik, and set a new "Optical Reference Standard" for performance in any premium spotting scope. The new scopes are entirely made at the Swarovski Optik factory in Austria. This ensures that full quality control is exercised throughout every step of manufacturing, delivering the finest optical performance backed by our legendary Limited Lifetime Warranty.

All of the new 20-60X and fixed power eyepieces, camera adapters and accessories are fully interchangeable, producing the same premium resolution and magnification when attached to any of the new family of 65 and 80 MM models.

Call: 800-426-3089, e-mail: info@swarovskioptik.com or visit: www.swarovskioptik.com for your nearest dealer and more information.
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